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February 8, 2016 

 

Senate Finance Committee  

General Assembly of Maryland 

3 East Miller Senate Building 

11 Bladen Street 

Annapolis, MD 21401-1991 

 

RE: SB 230 – Maryland Healthy Working Families Act  

 

Mr. Chairman, Vice Chair and Honorable Committee Members, 

 

I wish to thank you for your time today, thank the National Federation of Independent 

Businesses of Maryland for inviting me to join this panel and thank the Maryland SHRM State 

Council, Inc. (MD SHRM)
i
 for inviting me to share our position with you on this important 

subject. 

 

My name is Christine V. Walters, JD, MAS, SHRM-SCP, SPHR. I come to you today with more 

than 25 years’ experience in human resources (HR) administration, management, teaching and 

employment law practice. I am the current Government Affairs Director of MD SHRM, which is 

an affiliate of the Society for Human Resource Management SHRM
ii
, the world’s largest HR 

membership organization devoted to human resource management representing more than 

275,000 members in over 160 countries. 

 

MD SHRM is a 100% volunteer based organization serving ten (10) SHRM-affiliated chapters 

across the state (Anne Arundel, Baltimore, Carroll, Frederick, Howard, Montgomery and Prince 

George’s County plus the Eastern Shore, Southern Maryland and Cumberland Valley) and nearly 

7,000 SHRM members in the state of Maryland. 

 

MD SHRM respectfully opposes SB 230 for a variety of reasons. 

 

I. Chilling Effect upon Workplace Flexibility Models & Practices  

 

Some of the philosophies that are driving current models of workplace flexibility may be chilled 

if this bill is enacted. We would like to work with you to develop a model policy in lieu of a 

legislative mandate that could serve as a framework for our state and possibly a national solution 

to a major issue of importance to Maryland employees and employers alike – ‘work-life 

integration.’ 

 

The diversity and complexity of the American workforce, combined with workplace 

transformations driven by advances in technology and global competition in a 24/7 economy 
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continue to drive the need for more workplace flexibility. As a result, HR professionals, business 

owners and managers are deploying flexible workplace programs and policies to recruit and 

retain top talent, enhance employee engagement, reduce turnover costs, and increase 

productivity. 

 

The rewards and challenges of supporting workplace flexibility is advanced through education 

and information and by which MD SHRM is a proud community partner of When Work 

Works
iii

. 

 

In 2016, MD SHRM touted nine (9) When Work Works award winners.
iv

   In 2015, we had 

seven (7) winning employers, one of whom came to Annapolis and testified in opposition to that 

year’s bill. Why?  

 

Legislative mandates flatten the market and reduce competition. You see, an employer cannot 

win a When Work Works Award unless their employees vote and agree that their employer 

provides policies, programs and practices that support workplace flexibility. This bill would 

makes today’s winning employers just one among many in a common, flat market. 

 

As you know, SB 230 would require covered employers to provide up to 56 hours of paid sick 

and safe leave annually to each employee. Many explain this as seven days of leave per year. But 

let us look at the bill’s accrual accelerated rate. It requires accrual of at least one hour of paid 

sick leave for every 30 hours worked. That alone presents a very real, practical and 

overwhelming challenge. This is not how most employers accrue paid leave. 

 

Most employers provide paid leave to full time employees at a flat rate per pay period, regardless 

of hours worked. That rate is then pro-rated for part-time employees. This bill will create a 

significant administrative burden to track the actual hours worked of each and every employee 

and provide leave as required under this bill. See the chart below and how it would impact an 

employer that currently meets the requirement of the bill providing 56 hours of paid leave per 

year for a full-time and/or non-exempt employee. 

 

 Hours Worked Current Weekly Accrual HWFA Weekly Accrual 

Week 1 37 1.077 1.23 

Week 2 42 1.077 1.40 

Week 3 40 1.077 1.33 

 

Not only would the current employer have to change its entire tracking and accrual system but 

would be faced with another challenge. This employee will accrue 56 hours of paid leave sooner 

under the HWFA than the employee does today. This will require yet another administrative 

adjustment to stop the accrual when the 56th hour is accrued. This could be less than well 

received by the employee at that time. 

 

The HWFA’s inflexible approach could cause employers to reduce prospective wages or current 

benefits to pay for the leave mandate and associated compliance costs, thereby limiting 

employees’ benefit and compensation options. Most employers have a finite pool of resources 

for total compensation. If my total compensation includes 33% of an employee’s wages for 
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benefits, including paid leave and the mandate for paid leave is increased then I need to reduce or 

eliminate another benefit such as health care or retirement benefits, educational assistance, or 

forgo wage increases to keep total compensation at the same total percentage. 

 

Keep in mind that many employees still may prefer higher wages or other benefits over receiving 

more paid sick and safe leave. The mere fact that the bill addresses unused paid leave that exists 

at termination recognizes that many employees do not use all the leave they are provided now. 

Providing more leave in a one-size-fits-all approach will have unintended and adverse 

consequences. 

 

MD SHRM believes that our government should encourage paid leave – without creating new 

mandates on employers and employees. As has been our experience under the Family and 

Medical Leave Act (FMLA), proscriptive attempts to micro-manage how, when and under what 

circumstances leave must be requested, granted, documented and used are counter-productive to 

encouraging flexibility and innovation. If an employer paid sick and safe leave mandate were 

enacted in our state, an employer’s focus would have to be on documentation of incremental 

leave and the reasons for the leave, rather than on seeking innovative ways to help employees to 

meet the demands of both work and personal life. 

 

Instead, MD SHRM believes our state (and the United States as a whole) must develop a 21st 

century workplace flexibility policy that meets the needs of both employers and employees. 

Rather than the one-size-fits-all mandate embodied in SB 230, policy proposals should 

accommodate varying work environments, employee representation, industries and 

organizational size. Our state’s When Work Works Award winners and their employees know 

this. 

 

MD SHRM supports efforts to assist employees and prospective employees in meeting the dual 

demands of work, prospective work and personal needs. Employers recognize these needs are 

not limited by legislation and regulations (medical, family caregivers, military service, jury duty, 

voting and more). Nor are they limited to only women, parents or to employees who work a 

minimum number of hours. 

 

ALL employees have needs to take time off from work for myriad reasons. Mandating paid leave 

for select employees for select needs and issues fails to address the needs of ALL employees for 

ALL issues. Instead we believe all employers should be encouraged to voluntarily offer flexible 

leave programs to their employees. How to meet those needs are best left to the employer, its 

current employees and prospective employees who will choose to work for employers that best 

meet their needs. Mandated leave programs limit an employer’s flexibility in designing generous 

and innovative leave programs for employees. 

 

The HWFA also does not pre-empt or supersede any local law that provides greater paid sick 

time or leave rights, thus forcing employers to comply with an existing and potentially growing 

patchwork of varying leave laws. 

 

Maryland employers must already offer, administer and navigate at least 12 paid and unpaid 

leave mandates under federal and Maryland state law: 
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Federal: 

1. Military Leave ( USERRA) 

2. Family and Medical Leave (federal FMLA) 

3. Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA – limits recovery of employees’ negative paid leave 

balances at termination) 

4. Breaks for Nursing Mothers (FLSA) 

5. Executive Order 13706, Establishing Paid Sick Leave for Federal Contractors 

 

Maryland: 

6. Military Leave 

7. Medical/Sick Leave (Flexible Leave Act) 

8. Paid Leave at Termination 

9. Jury Duty 

10. Reasonable Accommodation for Disabilities Related to Pregnancy – includes 

providing leave 

11. Parental Leave – impacts small employers with 15 to 49 employees 

12. Voting Leave 

 

Add to the above the existing patchwork of state and local laws, such as a Maryland employer 

with business operations in neighboring jurisdictions such as the District of Columbia, which 

requires leave for school activities; up to 16 weeks of parental leave; up to 16 weeks of medical 

leave; Emancipation Day leave; safe and sick leave; not to mention other jurisdictions all across 

the country. 

 

II. Unintended Consequences 

 

As of this writing this bill’s Fiscal Note has not yet been published. We must ensure we consider 

the direct and indirect costs of paid leave mandates. In December 2014, SHRM published the 

results from its survey, “Total Financial Impact of Employee Absences Across the United States, 

China, Australia, Europe, India and Mexico.”
v
 It found that when considering both the direct and 

indirect costs of paid time off, the total cost as a percentage of payroll was between 20.9% and 

22.1%. 

 

Please allow me to share anecdotal stories and concerns from clients, large and small in a variety 

of industries. 

 

1. An academic institution currently provides paid leave in excess of what the bill 

provides for its full time employees. This bill however would require the employer to 

provide this leave to its part time employees. This would include student workers, 

part time staff and adjunct faculty, comprised of exempt as well as non-exempt 

employees. Their initial calculation in 2015 was that they would have to provide 

compensation for nearly 900 employees to the tune of an additional 16,625 labor 

hours, which are then applied to a number of variables in compensation provided to 

these part-time staff, including salaries and stipends. 
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2. Another is a smaller employer that has calculated the impact of having to provide this 

paid leave to their part-time employees who work at least eight hours per week to add 

more than $65,000 to their bottom line. 

3. A hospital regularly employs per diem staff: nurses and security personnel. These 

workers may be regularly scheduled to work at least eight hours per week some 

weeks and/or for a limited duration but not on a regular basis. How shall “regularly” 

be defined for purposes of determining coverage under the Act? 

4. A government contractor that is covered under the Service Contract Act may have to 

add the cost of this paid leave to its living wage calculations, which may likely 

increase the contractor’s bid rate simultaneously reducing its ability to effectively 

compete in the open market and against competitors located in nearby states. 

5. How would “regularly” be defined for a seasonal employer that significantly staffs up 

for its seasonal months, which may range from three to six months of operations 

hiring temporary employees? 

 

Not to mention other bills currently pending that, if enacted would  have additional, fiscal 

implications including and not limited to SB 962, Payment of Minimum Wage Required (Fight 

for Fifteen) and SB 607, Exemptions From Overtime Pay - Administrative, Executive, or 

Professional Capacity.  When the fiscal note is available we suspect the impact to small business 

will be “meaningful” and hope that it will take all of these factors into consideration. 

 

The bill is not likely to meet the intended goal. One expressed intent of the bill is to promote a 

healthy workplace and enable employees who are sick to stay home. 

 

• I remind us all that in 2015, one proponent testified at the hearing before the Senate 

Finance Committee that she was sick and was attending the hearing to testify despite 

her employer’s suggestion that she stay home. 

• One client employer reported to me that they have carried a liability of over $1 

million in their accounts payable comprised solely of accrued but unused leave. 

• Another employer reports that their accounts payable liability for unused, accrued 

paid leave is an average of $8,000 per employee. 

 

Many employees who have earned paid leave will continue to choose to work rather than stay 

home and use paid leave. 

 

We cannot provide all things for all people for all needs despite our best intentions and efforts. 

How do we apply the concept of fairness to our employees who have compelling and no less 

deserving reasons for needing time off from work that are not included in this bill?                                

 

What do we say to the employee who is called to military service or those who support him or 

her who are not provided the same benefits in this bill? What do we say to the employee who is 

grieving from the death of an immediate family member? These employees may find a system 

that mandates paid leave for an employee who is sick but does not require the same benefit for 

him or her to be unfair. 
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This bill will adversely impact Maryland employers and their employees. Last year MD SHRM 

conducted an electronic survey. The target audience was approximately 6,000 HR professionals 

and their respective employers in Maryland. The following is a summary of the survey results: 

 

1. More than 63% of respondent employers indicated they currently provide at least 56 

hours of paid leave to at least some of their employees. 

2. Only 58% indicated they provide at least one hour for every 30 hours worked. 

3. Of perhaps greatest significance, only 15.26% offer paid leave for employees 

working at least eight hours per week. 

4. Only 55.84% begin accruing leave from an employee’s first day of work. 

5. Only 56.99% permit at least 56 hours of paid leave to roll over from year to year 

6. Only 19.32% reinstate accrued, unused paid leave that existed at termination if the 

employee is rehired within one year. 

7. And when asked if they would support the bill as drafted 82.81% responded “No.” 

We are in the process of conducting another survey and will be happy to share those 

results in the next several weeks.  

 

Conclusion 

 

On March 22, 2012 I had the honor and privilege of testifying before the U.S. Senate Health, 

Education, Labor and Pension (HELP) Committee on behalf of SHRM to discuss employers’ 

strategies for helping employees with disabilities stay-at-work and return-to-work (RTW). Then-

chairman Senator Tom Harkin (D-IA) asked the panelists, “Why don’t employers do more?” I 

replied that often it is a matter of feeling that we are walking on eggshells. There are so many 

laws and regulations that limit what, when and how we can engage our employees that 

sometimes we do nothing to avoid doing the wrong thing. I share with you now the same 

suggestion I shared with the Honorable Senator at that time. 

 

Rather than drafting legislation that imposes mandates or penalties upon employers, we might 

consider offering employers some carrots, such as a tax incentive or safe harbor for employers 

that offer paid leave that meets all the elements of SB 230. This is the same recommendation we 

shared with this committee in our testimony last year. This is not a precedential idea; it was 

embodied in the U.S. Congress’ S. 2354vi the “Strong Families Act.”
vi

  

 

MD SHRM recognizes this dialogue is several years old. We respectfully requests that the 

dialogue continue and advance toward creating a workplace flexibility policy for the 21st 

century, including with key stakeholders at these hearings. HR professionals have decades of 

experience in designing and implementing leave benefits and programs that work for both 

employers and employees. We are eager to share this expertise with policymakers. 

We remain ready, willing, able and available to work with you to continue the dialogue and 

advance our mutual goals in way that serve and support our employees, employers and 

Maryland’s economic climate. 

 

Until then, we respectfully request an unfavorable report on SB 230 and thank you for your time, 

interest and attention to this important matter. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 

Christine V. Walters, JD, MAS, SHRM-SCP, SPHR 

Government Affairs Director - Maryland SHRM State Council, Inc. 

 

 
                                                           
i
 http://md.shrm.org/  
ii
 https://www.shrm.org/  

iii
 http://www.whenworkworks.org/  

iv
 http://md.shrm.org/news/2017/01/congratulations-our-2016-when-work-works-winners  

v
 https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-forecasting/research-and-

surveys/documents/total%20financial%20impact%20of%20employee%20absences%20report%20key.pdf  
vi
 https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/senate-bill/2354/text (“This bill amends the Internal Revenue 

Code to: (1) allow certain employers a business-related tax credit for up to 25% of the amount of wages paid to 
their employees during any period (not exceeding 12 weeks) in which such employees are on family and medical 
leave, (2) limit the allowable amount of such credit to $3,000 per employee for any taxable year, and (3) terminate 
such credit after 2017”)  
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